
 These are the general rules for the precision courses only.  Slow Ride and Challenge patterns are exempt from 
these penalties as any of actions by a rider will either stop the clock or DNQ the rider. 

 

 

2016 North Texas Motorcycle Challenge 
Penalty Definitions 

Cone Touch 
 If a cone is clearly touched by any part of the motorcycle (front wheel, crash bars, saddlebags, exhaust 

pipes, or the rider's body, it is to be counted as a "Cone Touch”. 
 
 The benefit of the doubt will be given to the rider.   Judges must witness beyond doubt that the cone 

was indeed touched.  A cone wobble or tip from its original placement are clear indications.   
 
 If the cone is moved, but not completely from its marked position, it is simply a “Cone Touch.    
 Penalties will also be incurred during a push back or “Foot Down” if a cone or cones is touched.  
 
Cone Down 
 If a cone is knocked over or moved completely from its marked position, it is considered a "Cone 

Down”.   
 
 If a cone is wedged into the motor and carried away from its position, it is a “Cone Down”. If more than 

one cone is scooped and moved from their positions, each is to be counted as a “Cone Down”.   
 
 Penalties will also be incurred during a push back or “Foot Down” if a cone or cones is knocked over or 

moved completely out of its position.   
 
Foot Down 
 If a rider's foot touches the pavement during a competition run, the rider will be assessed a 3-point 

"Foot Down" penalty with each touch of the pavement.  Additional “Foot Down” penalties will not be 
incurred during a push back after the initial stop and foot down.   

 
Motorcycle Down 
 There is no penalty for a rider dropping his/her motorcycle while navigating patterns.  However, the 

timing clock will continue to run and any cones touched or downed during or after the fall will be 
counted accordingly.   

 
Out of Pattern 
 An "Out of Pattern" is defined by both wheels of the motorcycle completely exiting the bounds of the 

pattern anywhere except the normal exit point.  There is no penalty except for time consumed if the 
rider re-enters at the same point as the inadvertent exit.  If they do not re-enter at the same location of 
the exit, they will be assessed a “pattern fail”. 

 
Pattern Fail or DNQ 
 A "Pattern Fail" is where the rider takes a wrong turn within a pattern and as a result, does not follow 

the prescribed path of travel.   A “Pattern Fail” is also assessed when a rider bypasses a pattern in a 
course.   

 
 A rider can avoid a “Pattern Fail” if the the rider corrects the error by stopping and backing up to the 

point of the wrong turn.  The timing clock will continue to run and any “Cone Touch”,  “Cone Down” or 
“Foot Down” penalties will also be assessed.   

 
Stop Boxes 

“Cone Touch” and “Cone Down” penalties will be incurred in the stop box should the rider touch or 
knock a cone over.  This includes the cone blocking the exit of the box.  
 
A Foot Down penalty will be incurred in the stop box if the rider touches his/her right foot on the 
pavement upon stopping but before the official moves the stop cone.   The run is considered completed 
when the stop cone has been removed. 
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NTXMC Judging Hand Signals 
 
The competition lot is long and narrow.  Therefore, to facilitate judging communication to the chief 
judges at the start/finish line at NTXMC from the far reaches of the lot, please use the following hand 
signals.  Proper judging and reporting is very important to us and to the competitors.   
 
 
 
1. Clean Run:   If the competitor completes a clean run (no penalties) in your 
pattern, upon his/her exit from the pattern, hold a clenched fist high over your 
head.  Wait for the chief judge's acknowledgement for this and all other hand 
signals.  
 
 
 
 

2. Cone Touch: If the competitor touches cones within your pattern, display the 
number of Cones Touched with one or both hands high over your head; displaying the 
cumulative number of cones touched. (both hands if 6 - 10 touched) This is an 
example of 4 cones touched within your pattern.  

 
 
 
 
 
3.  Cone Down:  If the competitor is to be penalized by cone(s) down, please use 
this hand signal with your hand extended at arms length to your side to 
communicate how many to the chief judge. This is an example of four cones 
down.  If more than five cones down, extend thumb and fingers for the first five 
and then extend again for the remaining number.   
 
 
 
 

 
4.  Foot Down:  If the competitor touches a foot to the pavement during the time in or 
around your pattern (entering or exiting), signify a Foot Down penalty by pointing to 
your right foot first, and then raise your hand to hold up fingers for how many times a 
foot touched the ground.   

 
 
 
 
 
5.  Pattern Fail or DNQ:  If the competitor misses a gate, takes the wrong path of 
travel within a pattern without making a correction, or exits the pattern in any place 
other than the exit gate, the Pattern Fail will be communicated to the Chief Judge by 
crossing your arms over your head after the rider has exited your pattern.     
 


